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"Progressive Orthodoxy," by C. K. Whipple, in No. 25, is
a very keen and rather sarcastic censure on " The American
Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions." The said
" Board" declined to comply with the request of their missionaries
to make a few changes in the plan of saving the savages. These
innocents, it was experienced, object in an absurd benevolence to
the plan of eternal damnation, so as to be lost for Christianity.
Mr. Whipple, it seems, did not consider that the Board could not
have acted otherwise, for it would have been an outright confession that the savages had converted the missionaries, a most illogical and very improper thing to do.
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thought on " Reflex Motions" by G. H. Schneider. The chaos of
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In Nos. 25 and 26 is presented a very scientific article entitled " Determinism versus Indeterminism," by Georg Von
Gizycki, Professor of Philosophy at the University of Berlin.
This is in answer to Professor William James of Harvard University, who, in a lecture published in the Unitarian Review, had

maintained the doctrine of indeterminism.
relates to the

plained

Freedom of

The whole

inquiry

the Will, and the terms are thus ex-

:

"The question whether
which act in conformity
yes and no.

The

the actionsof the will are

to a law, admits of only

phenomena

two answers

philosophic theory which holds that they do, has been

called Determinism; that

which says they do not

is

known

as

Indeterminism."

and

psychical reflex motion superadds the element of con-

A mechanical cause (say somebody receives a
arm) produces a mechanical effect. This mechanical
effect causes a physiological effect in the muscle and nerve tissues, which again is the cause of a psychical effect, as pain is felt.
This psychical effect causes another psychical effect, which may
This psychiresult in a state of anger and desire for vengeance.
It acts on
cal effect again is the cause of a physiological effect.
the motory nerves,"which in their turn causes the motory musThe blow returned is in
cles to contract and retaliate the blow.
this case the mechanical effect of the first mechanical cause, i. e.
the blow received.
The following diagram will explain it more
sciousness.

blow on

his

fully

Physiological

The argument, which is deeply philosophical throughout,
in some parts of it a demonstration, proceeds upon the theory

human will is under the control of law, and that its
Freedom of the Will is
an
accident, nor the offspring of caprice that the reformanever
tion of an evil-doer is made by surrounding him with conditions
whose laws will compel his will to act in the right way.
that the
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TRANSFORMATION AND ADAPTATION
TIFIC THOUGHT.*

IN

SCIEN-

mass and inversely
This

quite different from the conception

How

phenomenon presents

tion applicable!

is

at

it

tending

as
it

it

it

that

the

rises,

descends.

If

we

its

closely

" natural "

air.

mark the

fall

It

see,

The

itself.

the

between

grasping this

ments

current was conceived originally as

movement

of

an hj'pothetical

fluid.

To

field of force,

And

becomes in following and
keeping pace with facts, the more adapted this conception is to anticipate them at the proper time.
Adaptive processes

of this

kind have no assignable

beginning, inasmuch as every problem that incites to

new

presupposes a fixed and habitual
Moreover, they have no visible
termination; in so far as experience never ceases.

movements of
And New-

adaptation,

method

of thinking, sees

of

thought.

Science, accordingly, stands

moving in their paths upon
those which determined the move-

ary process; and science

midway

in the evolution-

may advantageously

direct

and promote this process, but it can never take its
place.
That science is inconceivable the principles of
which would enable a person without experience to

thrown into the air. Yet the
movements of the planets were marked by certain peculiarities which compelled him once more to modify
partly his customary mode of thought.
The heavenly
bodies, or rat her the parts composing them, do not
of the projectile

• Translation copyrighted.

line.

the richer a conception

the planets

principles similar to

first

intimately connected with the path of the current.

familiar.

new way

was

electromagnetic and anisotropic-optical

We will

is

moon and

it still

conception was soon added the notion of a current
produced by chemical causes; and the notion of an

Accordingly, it is not a
assigned the body; it is an increase of
velocity towards the earth, which is impressed upon it.

ton, firmly

the historical base of the

It is

this

in the direction of the earth.

of this idea the

pedigree.

electric

the circuit

and the increase of velocity in falling are one
and the same phenomenon, viz, an increase of velocity

Through the agenc}'

its

in a straight line.

ascends.

rising

heavy bodies become perfectly

And

indeed, for us to avoid, with punc-

regarded as a
It then became the path of projection for minute missiles; then
an aggregation of the paths of countless different
kinds of missiles. It became periodic; it acquired
various phases; and ultimately it even lost its motion

as Galileo did, that the decrease of velocity in

place that

folly,

Similarly, a ray of light

increases as

relation

these two facts, the problem will solve

a trace of the "search

continuous and unvarying straight

it

while that of

and to

not the present no-

'

does not seek its proper place? Why
does the velocity of its " compulsory " motion decrease

How is

is

original idea
is

continues to direct
our thoughts in the paths so long familiar to us. Thus,
the happiest ideas do not fall from heaven; they spring
rather from notions already existing.

surface of water, because the water exerts the greater

downward pressure.
Again, we see a bod}' thrown into

Yet there

Newtonian conception and

its

downwards and

would be

traces of

the freest disposal of man.

asserted that every substance seeks

phenomena

accordingly,
started with.

tiliousdread, this conceptionof "at-traction" as bearing

itself.

proper place,
light ones
upwards. It soon turned out, however, that even
smoke had weight, that it too sought its place below,
and that it was forced upwards only because of the
downward tendency of the air, as wood is forced to the
It

heavy bodies

of

is,

we

for place" in the very expression "attraction."

puting to substances the power of volition, as being

which

was the

limited in scope

what a multitude

olden theory attempts to explain these facts by im-

that attribute

which includes the one applying

to terrestial bodies as a special case,

Let US consider a mental transformative process
more in detail. The circumstance that heavy bodies
fall to the earth appears perfectly regular and natural.
But when a person observes that wood floats upon
water, and that flames and smoke rise in the air, then
first

upon one

directly as the

as the square of the distance.

latter notion

IT.

Translated from the German ly UKpK.

An

Dollars per Year.
Single Copies, lo cts.
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another; they "attract each other,"

BY ERNST MACH.

the contrary of the

Two

J

i!

persist in a fixed rate of speed while acting

AN INAUGURAL ADDRESS DELIVERED UPON ASSUMING THE
RECTORATE OF THE UNIVERSITY OF PRAGUE,
ON OCTOBER i8, 1SS3.
Pari

26,

knowledge, without having
become a
great musician, solely by the aid of theory, and withconstruct the world

known
,

it.

One might

of

just as well expect to

1 1
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out musical experience; or to become a painter by

fol-

lowing the directions of a text-book.
In glancing over the history of an idea with which
we have become perfectly familiar, we are no longer
able to appreciate the full significance of

The deep and

its

growth.

changes that have been effected in
the course of its evolution, are recognizable only from
the astounding narrowness of view with which great
contemporary scientists have occasionally opposed
each other. Huyghens's wave-theory of light was incomprehensible to a Newton, and Newton's idea of
vital

universal gravity was unintelligible to a Huyghens.

While a century afterwards

it

came about

that both

notions were reconcilable even to ordinary minds.

On the other hand, the original creations of pioneer intellects, unconsciously formed, do not assume
In them,
a foreign vesture; their form is their own.

cess

is

unconsciousl}' carried on in the very infancy of

Even

Hypotheses do not become detwhen more
reliance is placed in them than in the facts themselves;
when the contents of the former are more highly valued than the worth of the latter, and when, rigidly
science.

later.

rimental and dangerous to progress except

adhering to hypothetical notions,
ideas

we

we overestimate the
we have to

possess as compared with those

acquire.

The

extension of our sphere of experience always

forces a transformation of our ideas.

whether the face

It

matters not

becomes actually altered,
presenting new and strange phenomena, or whether
these phenomena come to light through an intentional
of nature

or accidental turn of observation.

many

In fact,

all

the

methods of scientific inquiry, and of
mental adaptation enumerated by John

different

intended

joined with the maturity of man-

Stuart Mill, those of observation as well as those of

hood, and they are not to be compared to processes of
thought in the average mind. The latter are carried on

experiment, are ultimately recognizable as forms of one

childlike simplicity

is

mesmerism,
where actions involuntarily follow the images which
the words of other persons suggest to their minds.
The ideas that have become most familiar through
long experience, are the very ones to intrude themas are the acts of persons in states of

new fact observed.
they thus become involved in a

fundamental method, the method by change. It is
through change of circumstances that the natural philosopher learns. This process, however, is by no means
confined to the investigator of nature.
the philosopher, the jurist,
artist,

the aesthetician,

The

historian,

the mathematician, the

illuminate and unfold their

all

memory and

selves into the conception of every

ideas by delving into the rich treasures of

In every instance

producing similar, yet different, cases; thus, they observe and experiment in their thoughts.
Even if all
sensory experience should suddenly cease, the events
alternately encounter each
of former times would
other in our consciousness and the process of adaptation would still continue
a process which, in contradistinction to the adaptation of thoughts to facts in
practical spheres, would be strictly theoretical, as it is
an adaptation of thoughts to thoughts.
The method by change introduces to us analogous
cases of phenomena, which have elements partly the
same and elements partly different. It is onl)' through
comparing different cases of refracted light at chang-

struggle for self-preservation, and

it is

just they that

are seized by the inevitable process of transformation.

Upon

these facts rests substantially the

method

of

explaining by hypothesis ne.w and uncomprehended

Thus, instead of forming entirely new
movements of the Jieavenly
bodies and the phenomena of tides, we imagine the
material particles composing the bodies of the universe
to possess weight or gravity in their relations to each
Similarly, we imagine electrified bodies to be
other.

phenomena.

notions to explain the

charged with fluids that attract and repel, or we conceive the space between them to be in a state of elastic

tension.

In so doing,

we

substitute for

new

ideas

more familiar notions of former exnotions which to a great extent run unimtheir courses, although they too must suffer

the distinct and

perience

peded

—

in

—

ing angles of incidence that the

common

factor, or the

constant ratio which exists between the angles of in-

cidence and refraction,

is

disclosed.

And

only by com-

paring the different degrees of refraction which light

does the difference of re-

partial transformation.

of different colors suffers,

The animal cannot construct new members to perform every new function that circumstances and fate
demand of it. On the contrary it is obliged to make

frangibility, or the inequality of the indices of refrac-

use of those it already possesses. When a vertebrate
animal chances into surroundings where it must learn
to fly or

swim, an additional pair of extremities does

not grow for this purpose.

On

the contrary the ani-

mal must adapt and transform a pair that

it

already

leads the

and to the finest distinctions.
Without doubt, the animal is also able to distinguish the similar and dissimilar of two cases. Its consciousness is aroused by a noise or a rustling, and its
The sight
centre of motility is placed in readiness.
tions

of the creature causing the disturbance will, according

has.

The construction

Comparison based upon change
mind simultaneously to the subtlest abstrac-

tion, arrest attention.

of hypotheses, therefore, is not

the product of artificial scientific methods.

This pro-

to

its

^nd

size,

flight or

prompt pursuit;

more exact

distinctions will

provoke either

in the latter case, the

I

THE OPEN
determine the mode

of

attack.

But

it

is

only

man

and conscious
comparison. Man alone can in one moment by his
power of abstraction rise to the comprehension of
principles like the indestructibility of matter and the
conservation of energy, and in the next observe and
mark the arrangement of the iron lines in the spectrum. In thus proceeding with the subjects of his
conceptual life, his ideas unfold and expand, like his
nervous system, to a widely ramified and organically
articulated tree; he may follow every limb to its farthest branches and, as occasion demands, return from
the point attained to the trunk from which he started.
that attains to the faculty of voluntary

The English philosopher Whewell has
tors

development

asserted

two facmust co-operate: ideas and observations. Ideas

that for the

of natural science,

alone dissipate into speculation; simple observations

no organic knowledge. We see in
whole thing depends upon the capability
afford

COURT.

of

adapting

Over-readiness to yield in the face of every

17

Then do tragic comand catastrophes enter into the practical
life of individuals and nations
crises where man,
placing custom above life instead of pressing it into
the service of life, becomes the victim of error. The
very power which in intellectual life, advances, fosters
and sustains us, may under other circumstances delude
and annihilate us.
appreciable deception.

falls into

plications

—

*

*

Ideas are not the whole of

momentary

life.

They

are but like a

efflorescence of light, designed to illuminate

Our ideas act as the most
upon our organic evolution. No
theory can dispute the vital transformation which we

the paths of the mind.
delicate of reactions

through their agency. Nor

feel taking place %yithin us
is

necessary that

it

this process.

We

we should have

of the

common

a prior proof of

are immediately assured of

The transformation

fact that the

existing notions to fresh observations.

1 1

it.

of ideas thus appears as a part

evolution of

life,

as a part of the pro-

cess of adaptation to an ever growing sphere of activ-

new

fact prevents all fixed habits of

thought from arising.
Excessivel}' rigid habits of thought impede freedom of

It is in the struggle and in the compromise between judgment and prejudgment (prejudice)
that our understanding of things widens.
An habitual judgment, applied to a new case without having been antecedently tested, we call a prejudgment (prejudice.) Who does not know its fearful power! Less often, indeed, do we think of how
important and necessary the prejudgment can be.
Nobody could exist in a physical sense if he had to
guide and regulate the circulation, respiration and digestion of his body by conscious and premeditated
acts.
So, too, no one could exist in an intellectual
sense if he were constrained to pass judgment upon
all that he experiences instead of allowing himself to
be controlled by the judgments he had already formed.
The pre-judgment (prejudice) is a sort of reflex-motion in the province of intelligence.
Upon pre-judgments, i. e., upon habitual judgments which are not tested in respect of applicability
in every instance, rests a goodly part of the intellectual work and of the practical manipulations of the natural scientist. Upon pre-judgments rest the majority
of the acts of society. With the sudden disappearance
of pre-judgments society itself would helplessly dissolve.
That prince displayed a deep insight into the

observation.

power of intellectual habit, who quelled the loud menaces and demands of his body-guard for arrears of pay
and compelled them to turn about and march, by simply pronouncing the usual word of command; he well
knew that they would be unable to resist that.
It is not until the departure between habitual judgments and facts becomes great that the investigator

A

ity.

granite

bowlder on a mountain side tends

steadily towards the surface of the earth below.

must abide

bed

But

thousands of years before
its resting-place gives way.
The shrub that grows at
its base is farther advanced; it accomodates itself according to summer and winter. The fox which, overit

in its

for

coming the force of gravity, creeps to the summit
where he has scented his prey, is more unconstrained in
his movements than either.
Yet the arm of man extends

still

happens

further;

leaving- an impression

mense portion

moment

scarcely anything of

in either Africa or Asia,

upon our

that

passes us by without
lives.

of the life of other m»en

What an
is

im-

reflected in

ourselves; their joys, their affections, their happiness

and misery! And this too, when we survey only our
immediate surrounding, and confine our attention to
modern literature. How much more do we experience
when we travel through ancient Egypt with Herodotus,
when we stroll through the streets of Pompeii, when we
carry ourselves back to the gloomy period of the crusades or to the golden age of Italian art, now making
the acquaintance of a physician of Moliere, and now
of a Diderot or a D'Alembert.
What a great part of
the life of Others, of their character and their purpose,
do we not absorb through poetry and music! And
although they only gently touch the chords of our
emotions, like the memory of youth softly breathing
upon the spirit of an aged man, we have nevertheless
How great and comlived them over again in part.
prehensive does self become in this conception; and

how

insignificant, the person! Egoistical

optimism and pessimism perish with

systems of

their

standard of the significance of intellectual

We

changing conconsciousness, and that the person is but like

feel that the real pearls of life lie in the

tent of

narrow

life.

THK OPEN COURT
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.

and symbolical thread on which they

indifferent

We

are prepared then

to regard

ourselves

and

every one of our ideas as the product and the subject
of general evolution; and in this

way we

shall

advance

unimpeded along the paths which the

sturdily and

BODY AND MIND;

OR,

THE DATA OF MORAL

PHYSIOLOGY,
BY FELIX

OSWALD,

L.

t

M.

D.

Part XII.

HEREDITY— Co«^/h«<'</.
The

intellectual types of nations, as of individuals,

moral characteristics. Experienced educators well know that mental precocity
is by no means an invariable indication of genius, and
that the dunces of the spelling-class may graduate with
the highest honors, while early evidence of moral turp-

more

itude

a

is

plastic than their

much more

"The

fruits

serious omen.

of genius ripen late," says

hauer, "and there

is

would care

Schopen-

nothing humiliating in the con-

admit the moral

to

obliquity of their earlier

We

would justly doubt the correctness of a
statement that so and so was notoriously a mean and
malicious boy, but has now become a moral exemplar."
impossible to mistake the significance of the

It is

fact that the influence of heredity, too, is

much more

frequently illustrated in moral than in mental pecul-

Peasant-boys

iarities.

aristocrats

not prolific of saints.

gone so

far

may become

the

intellectual

their nation, but convict-colonies are

of

as to

hereditary vices by

Some

deny the

means

biologists have, indeed,
possibility of eradicating

of education,

and

to

advo-

cate the enforced celibacy of criminals. Miss Martineau

held the re-appearance of paternal disposition to special

crimes a mere question of time, and unhesitatingly
ascribed the apparent exceptions from that rule to the

"In the far-reaching
says the Rev. Robert
sermon on "The Thorn in the Flesh,"

influence of fear or hypocrisy.

influences that go to every

CoUyer
*

We

in his

must not allow ourselves

that the happiness of other people

life,"

to fall
is

into

the deception of believing

not a very considerable and essential

It is common capital, which cannot be created by the individual and which does not perish with him. The formal and material limitation of the Ego is necessary and sufficient for only the crudest practical ob-

portion of our own.

and will not stand in this conception. Humanity in its entirety is like a
polyp-plant. The material and organic bonds of individual union have, indeed,
been severed; they would only have impeded freedom of movement and evolution.
But the ultimate aim, the psychical connection of the whole, has been
attained in a much higher degree through the more luxuriant development
which has been thus made possible.
+ C. E. von Baer, the scientist who first formulated the idea of evolution,
and the subsequent opponent of Darwin and Haeckel, has aptly discussed this
point in two addresses, entitled: " Das Allgemeinste Gesetz der Natur in aller
Entwickelung," and " Welche Aufifassung der lebenden Natur ist die richtige,
und wie ist diese Auffassung auf die Entomologie anzuwenden? " In these
remarkable essays he has exposed the narrowness of the view which regards
an animal in its existing state as finished and complete, instead of conceiving
it as a phase in the series of evolutionary forms and regarding the species itself
as a phase of the development of the animal world in general.
jects,

X

Translation copyrighted

for the last eight-and-twenty years the soul within

him

an unsleeping sentinel, guarding his
appetite for strong drink.
To be a man at last under
such disadvantages, not to mention a saint, is as fine
a piece of grace as can well be seen. There is no doctrine that demands a larger vision than this of the depravity of human nature. Old Dr. Mason used to say
to stand like

that, as

much

make John

grace as would

hardly keep Peter from knocking a
It

would be preposterous

to

a saint

would

man down."

deny that time and

altered circumstances can modify and, in the course of

generations, perhaps eliminate, a hereditary predisposition to crime, just as similar influences

have undoubt-

edly eliminated what pathologists call an

fession of intellectual backwardness, but few people

years.

As they grow up, the appetite
grows with them, and speedily becomes a master, the
master a tyrant; and by the time he arrives at manhood, the man is a slave. I heard a friend say that
had

future will throw open to us.f

are

"children are often born with appetites almost fatally
strong in their nature.

are strung.*

diathesis" to certain chronic diseases.
of

"'

hereditary

In the climate

our western prairies the progeny of consumptive

ancestors have enjoyed a lifelong immunity from pul-

monary

disorders,

and

in the

course of six or seven

generations the children of Botany

become law-abiding citizens,
virtue.
But it remains true

if

Bay

felons

may

not paragons of civic

that under

possible

all

varieties of educational influences, the moral (far

more

than the mental) characteristics of individuals resemble
those of their immediate ancestors.

Transcendent talents are but rarely transmitted
from father to son, so rarely, indeed, as to have
tempted many biologists to infer the "genealogical
barrenness of genius"; but history abounds with instances of the hereditary transmission
passions, vices and virtues.
assertion that

A

peculiar

of

British biographer's

"no son was more unlike

his father

than the great Frederic was to his uncouth sire," is
true only in regard to intellectual characteristics.

Between the philosophical

tastes

of

the

Sansouci

freethinker and the narrow bigotry of his predecessor
there

many

is

indeed, an almost unparalleled contrast, but in

other respects Frederic the Second was unmis-

takably "the son of his father."

nacy

He

shared his obsti-

of purpose, his self-dependence, his mistrust of

neighbors and relatives, his "passion for meddling,"
for financial retrenchments and even for arbitrary innovations and executive deeds of violence. Wolfgang

Goethe, with

all

his

cosmopolitan tendencies and en-

cyclopedic erudition, was not quite free from the practical

pedantries of his prosaic father.

passions of

Henry de Guise can be

long lineage of his ancestors.
freethinker and

The headstrong
traced through a

Mirabeau, the great

orator, the "Alcibiades of the

French

Revolution," was the son of an intellectual philistine,
but the moral dynamics that blazed aloft in the great

1
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quarrels for the mere purpose of indulging

eruption of a political volcano, had for ages fired the

literar}'

domestic and municipal passions of the Riquettis, "a
race of grandiose characters," as St. Beuve informs

their passion for criticism, and, of course,

end

us, " line race dcs characfcres d' tine originalitc grandiose

reconcile the profession of liberal principles with su-

et

Oliver Cromwell was the descendant of a family

whose

factious propensities had been for generations
suppressed by a combination of political and clerical
despotism, but which, nevertheless, produced two men

as eminent as

mund

Hampden,

the fearless patriot, and Ed-

Waller, the poet and passionate orator.

The

and brainless monster-tyrant Nero, was

a

scion of the Claudian race, a family prolific of head-

men of rather varying intellectual abilities, but
remarkable for the violence of their passions, their
unscrupulous ambition and their reckless vindictiveness.
Lord Byron's father was not a man of poetical,
or even of literary tastes, but his eccentricities fully
equaled those of his wayward son, whom he resemstrong

all

bled even in his penchant for traveling and the emo-

and enmities.
The poet's mother, "the Newstead virago,"
deserved her sobriquet by her virulent passions, rather
than by the vigor of her intellect. She dawdled away
her leisure in gossip and the gratification of whims
that often made her neighbors doubt her mental sanity;
but she had a full share of her son's sensitive pride.
"She had no more self-control than a child," says
Mrs. Caroline Ellis, "and if ever there was a case in
which hereditary influences, arising out of impulse,
passions and habits of life, could excuse eccentricities
of character and extremes of conduct, this excuse
must be pleaded for B3'ron, as having descended from
a line of ancestry, distinguished on both sides by everytional demonstrativeness of his friendships

thing calculated to destroj'
all

all

harmony

of character,

social concord, all individual happiness."

The

had served with distinction

poet's grandfather

both in the army and navy, and rose to the rank of
admiral, but he, too, was a man of headstrong passions,

and

his

penchant

for braving the perils of the

sea in any sort of wind and weather had earned

A phenomenal

case of mental, moral and emotional

analogies in father and son,

men

is

that of the two Scaligers,

of great natural abilities

paralleled erudition.

fame

him

Weather Jack."

the sailor-nickname "Foul

both

open and secret enemies.

making no
Both contrived to

manners and an overbearing treatment of
domestic and official subordinates, yet withal, both
were capable of passionate attachments, and were pedantically scrupulous in the fulfillment of every official
percilious

haute."

heartless

of

Yet

it is

of the elder Scaliger

and

doubtful

of

almost un-

if

the literary

would have outlived

century without the prestige of his greater son.

his

He

had neither the refined taste nor the infallible critical
acumen of his immortal pupil, but the identity of their
moral propensities and caprices in all curiosities of
Both
detail, could hardly have been more absolute.
were excessively vain, both morbidly sensitive and
impatient of contradiction, both were incurably addicted to "controversion for

its

own

sake," picking

obligation.

They both were

their friendship

more than

chivalrously constant in

but treated the fairer sex with rather

C3'nical

ungalantry.

Julius

(the

elder)

enemies by satirizing
the foibles of his female contemporaries and married
late; his son Joseph refused to answer the letters (even
scientific inquiries) of his lady correspondents, and
Scaliger increased the

never married at

list of

his

all.

The

records of biographj' furnish onl)' three authentic instances of the hereditary transmission of abSebastian
i.
normally developed mental faculties:

Bach, the great composer, and his son Charles Emanuel Bach, the founderof modern piano-forte music, and
like his father an originator of inimitable harmonies;
2. The elder and 5'ounger Pitt, both orators of transcendent ability; 3. The two Senecas, Lucius Seneca,
the philosopher, whose abnormal memory enabled him
to achieve success in the simultaneous pursuit of literHe was at once the
ature, politics and commerce.
greatest scholar and the most sagacious statesman of
his age, and amassed a fortune of untold millions, but
his distinctive faculty

was equalled only by

that of his

Spaniard Marcus Seneca, whose memory
enabled him to repeat tivo thousand words in the order
he heard them, and irrespective of their meaning or
father, the

connection.
Equall)' peculiar moral characteristics, on the other
hand, have often been transmitted through a long
There have been genealogies
series of generations.
of misers

and long lineages

of pickpockets

and misan-

thropes, spendthrifts and bigots, and even of pessimists,
whose life-weariness at the approach of a certain age,

culminated in a monomania for self-destruction, or
even in actual suicide. Our Spanish-American neighbors do not deal in elaborate statistics, yet the mere
sensational atrocity of successive

Mexican

crimes enabled a

jurist to trace the genealogical record of the

bandit Vittorino Cardenas,

who

in 1869

was executed

butchery of a party of unsuspecting tourists, to
whom he had volunteered his services as a mountainIt was shown that a remote ancestor of this
guide.
man had fled from Spain to avoid indictment for a
heinous crime, which he afterwards expiated by the

for the

bravado of his military exploits. He was not onl}'
pardoned, but acquired political influence enough to
secure a commutation of sentence in favor of his son,

who had plundered and murdered

several native pris-
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oners, and

band

who subsequently became

of outlaws, a dignity

which

death on the

gallows was transferred to his grandson, whose father
(the son of the gibbetted brigand)

Every object of art
which means,

the leader of a

after his

had been

killed in a

fight with the escort of a conduta or silver-train.

Vit-

COURT.
is

in itself,

a microcosm

—

a little world
forms an orderly arranged

it

unity.
Unity is the first and principal rule
which by all variety should never be neglected
artistic

The

production.

of art,

in

any

rule of unity teaches us that

special form of hereditary insanity, and estimates that

law and order in the microcosm of an artistic
same time suggests that the
same order can be found in the macrocosm. In the
creations of his imagination the artist explains the
problem of the world. In his works every part must
be understood through the whole, and the whole is
revealed in its parts. Thus in the world and in life every

four out of ten self-murderers act under the impulse of

single thing or being, its form, its aspect, its purport,

a moral predisposition, rather than of physical disorders,

must be interpreted as a part of the whole or as one
phase in the development of all-existence. With regard

torino

was the grandson

and his
was the only representative
successive generations who was not positively
of that bandit-chief,

father, a strolling miner,

of six

known

to have taken the
and order.

field against

the party of law

Dr. Esquirol describes the "suicide -mania" as a

or

haunting

the

memory

of a

Drunkenness and the proneness

severe bereavement.
to sexual excess

have

characterized special families for centuries and at last
led to the extinction of their lineage.

gambling

is

A

passion for

said to be hereditary in a certain illustrious

family of Hungarian nobles, and more than one great

house

of mediasvai aristocrats

owed

its

downfall to an

incurable penchant for financial extravagance.

Dr.

Esquirol mentions a case of a father, son and grandson, falling victims to a preposterous propensity (a true

mania, in fact) for duels; but a still stranger instance
that quoted by Prof. Proctor from the memoirs of
Dr. Lucas, who informs us that "a man in Scotland

is

had an

irresistible

penchant

for cannibalism,

and

daughter, although removed from her parents,

his

who

were both sent to the stake before she was a year old,
and although brought up among respectable people,
this girl, like her father, yielded to the horrible craving
for

human flesh."

A

fondness for procrastination

ness, in plainer English)

is

(lazi-

so notoriously hereditary

that experienced work-masters generally refuse to employ the son of an indolent man. " Nemo repente fuit

turpissimus"

is a proverb that applies to families, as
well as to individuals; and occasional exceptions justify the suspicion by which Erotius explains the phen-

omenal depravity of the
may have mistaken him

tj'rant

Domitian: "Vespasian

there

is

representation and at the

to this, the

Romans

The poet

And, truly, of every
and poet one must aver, as Goethe makes

real artist

Wilhelm Meister say about Shakespeare, "It is as
though he revealed all the secrets of life, and yet one
cannot say that this or that passage contains the solution of the riddle."

Poetry
if

generally considered as the highest

is

a gradation of the arts

is

allowable at

all.

art,

Music

and Dancing, Painting and Sculpture and other arts
exhibit a harmonious order in the rhythm of sounds
or movements and in the harmony of colors or figures;
they are most powerful and effective, but they do not
rise to the clear conceptions of poetry, which expresses
human sentiments in words and thoughts. The drama
is again considered as the highest kind of poetry and
among dramas the tragedy takes precedence as the
profoundest, the most dignified and most philosophic
representation of

Not every
aestheticians

human

tragical

make

life.

drama

is

a tragedy.

German

a distinction between a Trauerspiel

and a Tragodie. The tragical drama is anj' representation on the stage which produces mournful and
inauspicious

dramatic

feature of a tragedy

development

for his son."

called a poet votes, seer or prophet.

a priest of humanity.

is

actions,

while the essential

must be found

of the acting persons.

in the psychical

The complication

about an entire change of situation
(what Aristotle-calls the mpmtraa), leading to the catastrophe. By the crisis, however, a psychical change takes
place also. The acting persons, especially the hero
of the drama, take another and a higher view of life
and of their ideals. While the hero suffers and even
dies, his ideals grow and expand.
A tragical drama
may represent the disastrous consequences of vice or
folly only; a tragedy reveals the law of evolution which
leads through toil and sacrifice to the victory of a
of the plot brings

TRAGEDY AND THE PROBLEM OF

LIFE.

no mere trifling and playing, attractive and
charming though its works may be. Its object is grand
and serious, and its aim is not inferior to that of
Art

is

science.

Art and science both reveal the secrets of nature,
but they adopt different methods. While science inquires into the various provinces of nature under the

guidance of induction and deduction, art, intuitively
grasping the idea of the whole and representing nature
in single

world.

examples, gives a clew to the enigma of the

lofty idea.

From the time of Aristotle the tragedy has been
considered as the highest kind of art, perhaps because
the tragic poet digs

down

to the

deepest problem of
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human

life:

Wh}' must the innocent

the heroes of humanity martyrs of

One

suffer

human

and why are

is

ideals?

essary that he should pass through a process of

been
the question: How can we derive pleasure and the
noblest kind of pleasure, too from observing, on the
of the greatest

problems

of assthetics has

—

—

stage, representations of tragic events?

We

condemn

cock fights and gladiator shows; but it is a noble pastime to witness the sufferings of a hero in a theatre.
Is

it

COURT.
not essential that the hero should die, but

him hcrw

to live, to suffer

and

to

struggle?

There is a law of life and of the evolution of life;
and we cannot understand one phase of life without
taking into consideration the law which pervades the
whole. The three chief stages of psychical growth
are designated by the three views of life: i, optimism;
2, pi'ssimism; and 3, melioris7n.
The human being in his youth is optimistic; but

when

man

a

encounters

worldly

evils,

when

care

preys upon him, sorrows worry him, and want and illness harass him, when the solemnity of death impresses his soul with fear of the

unknown

future, then

nectrial

and purification. Thus the hero has become another
man. In spirit he is new-born, and takes a new and
deeper view of life and its import. The crisis of
pessimism has matured his mind, and even should he
his

die,

ideal

lives;

vanquished, his ideal

is

vic-

torious!

not because the hero suffers for a Cause, and the

spectators learn from

it is

In this

new

manner the doctrine

of

meliorism sheds a

on Tragedy and explains most clearly the
complete sense of the Greek term, katharsis, or purification of the hero, which Aristotle teaches us to be
the purpose of a tragedy.
This katharsis should be
infused into the souls of the audience through the medium of pity and fear {&C iUnv am (pdjiov): pity for the hero
and fear in the auditor for himself lest he may meet
with the same fate. The audience should be led
through the same ordeal of purification. Without
positive suffering, but merely by witnessing the suffering of the hero, they attain a higher, a purer, and a
light

more
the

ideal conception of

egotistic

passions

life.

It is

{jta-dapaig

the destruction of

TMV -adiinaTwv)

and the

a crisis arises in the psychical development: the catas-

construction of a lofty philanthropic temple of altru-

trophe of pessimism destroys the optimistic delu-

ism.

sions of early years,

struggles that

man

and

it is

but with heartrending

regains the lost balance of his aspi-

rations in establishing a purified, a higher view of

which we

call meliorism.

In the phase of optimism,
cepts

it

life

as a

man

boon which has value

enjoys

life

in itself.

and

We

aclive

simply for the pursuit of happiness. Optimism is the
ingenuous conception of the child and of childlike
natures.
In the phase of pessimistn, man despairs of
ever being successful in his pursuit of happiness. Man
learns that if happiness is the sole purpose and aim of
life, life is a failure and life is not worth living.
But
pessimism is not the end of all worldly wisdom.
Meliorism is taught by the martyrs of truth who suffer
at the^ stake and the heroes of progress who die on the
field of battle; they have lived a life that was well
worth living. It is not life but the contents of life,
our actions done, our deeds performed, and our ideas
thought, that have value.
Life is valuable because it
is an occasion to work and to struggle, to advance and
to progress.
The phase of meliorism recognizes that
the purpose of life lies beyond the narrow sphere of
the ego; the value of life lies in our ideals, which will
live after us, which, indeed, are worth living and toiling and striving for.

The

highest art represents

man

as

struggling for

and aspiring to noble ideals, it exhibits the development
from a naive, childlike existence through the crucial
test of evil, error and failure, through misery and terror
of death to the conscious and manly standpoint of
meliorism.
Such a representation is the tragedy. It

Theherono longer livesforhimself; he lives for hisHis ideals live in him and his life is subservto his ideals.
In listening to a tragedy we are

ideals.

ient

overawed; our souls are full of sentiment which is best
expressed in the eclesiastical term of edification.
According to Schopenhauer and his pessimisticadherents, the purpose of a tragedy is to preach pessimism; the hero has to turn his back upon life. In
the school of misery he must learn to resign and deny
his will.
Schopenhauer, Hartmann and Mainlaender
declare that negation of will is the only aim worthy of
It is this negation, they
religion and philosophy.
But Schodeclare, that tragedy has to exhibit.

penhauer did not

find

one instance among the ancient
hero really denies his wilL

tragedies in which the

Ajax commits suicide

in order to atone for his errors,
nothing of negation of will. Neither is it
Hippolytus when dying isto be found in Oidipus.
consoled by Artemis, who promises, after his death,,
to bestow upon him the highest honors in Thebes.

yet there

From

is

these instances Schopenhauer does not conclude

is wrong, as probably Lessing would
have done, to whom the ancients were the standard of
good taste; he argues that classical tragedy is shallow
and inferior to the Christian dramas, which rank
higher owing to the fact of their heroes expiring with,
enthusiasm. Lessing mentions, in his Dra-maturgie,
Christian dramas in which the heroes sometimes

that his theory

rush into death with the confidence of finding a higher

and a happier existence in another world. We should
not, however, call this a pessimistic negation of life.
They love life, but they prefer eternity. It is the
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toward some higher state of existence
which allures them to their fate.
Among our standard works of pessimistic art there
is not any pessimistic tragedy, except the operas of
Wagner, and particularly Die Gdtfi'?-dammeritng, in
which Wodan terminates the existence of the world,
and, tired of life, commits suicide. Wagner, strongly
biased. by Schopenhauer's philosophy, intentionally
created his works in a pessimistic spirit; he is an exception.
Dramas by other poets are free from pessimism, as, for instance, Faust, Egmont, Marie Stuart,
Romeo and Juliet; the minds of the chief characters exalted by their sufferings even to death, are
elevated to a higher range. They do not attain a
negation of will or annihilation of the ideal to which
they aspire. Just the contrary, while Romeo and
Juliet die, their love lives and restores peace between
the hostile houses of their parents.
In a word, our
standard tragedies are melioristic and not pessimistic;
for, otherwise, in their development, we should miss
the solace which alone is able to afford us consolation
aspiration

for the misfortunes of our heroes.

The auditors profit by the experience of
They grow spiritually, intellectually and

the hero.

morally,
while he grows through his struggles. While he gains
in breadth of mental grasp and in intensity of feeling,

The purification of our souls,
the intellectual and moral gain, in one word, the growth

the spectators also gain.
of our minds,

is

what exerts

a beneficial influence

and

constitutes the pleasure of listening to a tragedy; for
all

in

growth

is

a pleasure:

it is

•
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evaded by any one who is arriving at maturity. Our
mental development starts from optimism, and, passing through the inevitable crisis of pessimism, it
reaches the manliness of meliorism, which extends our
life beyond the narrow limits of our ego.
The problem as to what is the purpose of our existence is solved as soon as we recognize that man is
one with humanity and that the evolution of the whole
universe is at work in his aspirations. The barrier
between the ego and the All is broken and man's truest
self is found in his ideals.
We can find no satisfaction in the attainment of our personal welfare merelj^

We

must

and struggle and strive onward, not beto do so, but because Nature thus

works out her plans
evolution

is

in

our souls.

a cosmical law.

We

We

must, because

are a part of the All,

which the All works and shapes its ends.
works in us as it works everywhere. Man is
the highest stage of evolution on earth, and he, therefore, is the most representative part of the All we know
of.
Man is the first born son of Nature, and humanity with its holiest ideals is on earth the grandest,
the most perfect and most beautiful revelation of the
a part in

The

All

All.

Man's
strife

life

is

for the

on the

a constant stru'ggle for progress, a

and an advance to loftier heights
path of great possibilities. This idea

ideal

infinite

is the keynote which vibrates through the highest
works of art and which thrills through the universe as
the law of cosmical evolution.
p. c.

the only solid pleasure

CORRESPONDENCE.

life.

Schiller finds "the cause of the pleasures we derive
from tragic objects" in "our admiration of moral pro-

which is never more vividl}' recognized than it
is when found in conflict with personal interest and still
keeps the upper hand." Schiller says: "We here (in
some tragedy) see the triumph of the moral law so
sublime an experience for us that we might even hail
the calamity which elicits it;" and, further on: "How
noble to violate natural interests and prudence in order
to be in harmony with the higher moral law.
If, then,
the sacrifice of life be the way to do this, life must go."
Schiller's explanation is profound and grand, but it
does not exhaust the subject. The tragedy is more
than a conflict between moral propriety and prudence.
Such a conflict might happen in a tragedy but need
not happen. The tragedy is rather the solution of the
problem of life. The question. What do we live for?
is answered in a tragedy.
We do not live for the pur-

GOETHE'S THRILL OF AWE.

To

priety,

suit of

live

we chose

cause

our happiness only, but for the struggle after

and the realization of our ideals.
Thus the law of life and of evolution is disclosed.
In growing we must ultimately encounter the catastrophe and endure the hour of trial.
It cannot be

the

Editor

o/The Open Court: —

In reference to the discussion in your issue of June 28th, of

Goethe's "Thrill of Awe,"

seems plain that the poet refers to
is experienced when anything
new of heroism or sublimity is realized. Lately in conversing on
the subject with a number of persons only one of those present
but immediately recognized the sensation and could recall instances
it

that shiver of reverent delight which

it.
One said: "I well remember sitting spellbound with the shivers running over me when I first heard Hora-

of experiencing

'

tius at the

Bridge' read aloud."

This is a sensation perhaps most common to youth and one
from which "oft the world may fend us," but whoever has experienced this Schaudern has felt that it was the noblest part of his
being leaping up to appreciate and reverence exalted deeds and
character.
It seems to be entirely independent of intellectual discernment or of any action of the will and is rather a spiritual kinship with something external to the person feeling it.
Is not this what Goethe meant?
Surely this possibility of
being thrilled by the vast, the unknown, the noble, the heroic, is
."
" del- Menschheit hestes Thei!
Clara B. Collv.
Beatrice, Nebraska.

THE
To

the Editor
I

infer

not himself

of

AN.ffi;STHETIC

REVELATION.

The Open Court: —

from Mr, M. C. O'Byrne's letter in No. 45, that he has
made the experiment with sulphuric ether, and is not

THE OPEN COURT.
familiar with the recent literature

on the

previous article ga%-e some references.
ing the anaesthetic revelation at

ment with

the anaesthetic

is

subject, to

If this is so,

he

which

my

experi-

easy and safe for any healthy person,

using an ounce or two of the ether, which should preferably be of
the purer kind

known

sirable to omit one
Is not the

to physicians as Squibb's ether.

It is

de-

meal before taking the anaesthetic.

attempt

to limit

the course of psychological inves-

by a priori considerations, such as those advanced by Mr.
O'Byrne, in his letter, a little dangerous? With the awful fate of
philosophy in its eyes, psychology may do well to avoid prepossessions, at least it may refuse to accept any dicta from philosophy
save such as all philosophers are agreed upon.
This stringent
though reasonable limitation will throw out absolute idealism.
For the rest, the psychological objection to idealism is evident
enough. Idealism and its modern child, phenomenism, assert that
all conceivable existence must be of the nature of consciousness,
and the arguments adduced appear conclusive. But what is the
"nature of consciousness?" That is just what psychology has
under investigation. Something is known, much remains to be
known about it. The mistake of idealism lies in treating such
terms as consciousness, mind, cognition, as completed concepts instead of incomplete concepts, which they really are.
We can only
define consciousness as whatever has happened and whatever will
happen to mental apprehension. New data come daily. The Society for Psychical Research may any moment come upon phenomena that shall compel psychologists to revise all their preconceived notions.
Xenos Clark.
tigation

THE ETHICAL

BASIS OF CHARITY.

The Open Court; —
me space to reply to one point
in Dr. Lindorme's criticism of my article, The Ethical Basis of
Charity.
It seems to me that Dr. Lindorme's assumption that I confuse "fittest" and "best" is entirely gratuitous.
To me the greatest
To

the

Editor of

Aly Dear Sir: Will you allow

truth of Biology

is

the absolute indifference of nature to consid-

which we

call "best."
The greatest danger menacing
our civilization arises from the possibility of an inferior race surviving because it can adapt itself to a lower standard of lite.
Dr.

erations of

Lindorme
says there

quoting

in
is

me

great virtue.

omits an "if," in which as Touchstone
I

MEMORL\L OF
BY EDNAH

discuss-

is

The

some disadvantage.

confess

it is

unscientific to talk about
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CONCORD SCHOOL OF PHILOSOPHY.
Much
not hold

regret

its

is felt

that the

A.

D.

B, ALCOTT.
CHENEY.

Concord School

regular session this year, but

it is

of Philosophy will

not unfitting that

it

should pause after nine years work, on the death of its founder,
and consider how far it has been possible to carry out his original

what has been accomplished during the time it has existed,
and what modifications may be desirable in re-opening it at a future
time.
We shall not attempt to answer these questions fully now,
plan,

but only say that

has quite justified

it

itself in

excited in the community, in the stimulus

and

in the

new combinations

the interest

it

has

has given to thought,

of persons separated

by early

train-

It rightly closed
has brought about.
formation by devoting one long lovely summer

ing and influences which
this period of

it

its

it

its founder, Mr, A. Bronwas yet too green above his grave and those
who took part in the meeting had too much personal attachment
to their friend for a thorough critical analysis of his life and philosophy, yet the whole proceedings were marked by a candid presentation of him in his strong personality without fulsome eulogy
or morbid sentimentality.
There was no personal gloom, but the
fair sweet sunshine of loving memory, in which he stood out in
simple dignity and beauty. Mr. Sanborn's biographical sketch
gave the genealogical circumstances which made possible this rare
union of the yeoman, philosopher and gentleman, and brought
out vividly all the early incidents of his life which had moulded

day

to

a memorial meeting in honor of

son Alcott.

The

turf

his character and mind.
We trust this is an earnest of the full
biography we may expect from this competent writer. Mr. Bartol
with his quick flashing wit, bright as steel and tender as a caress,
touched upon his traits of faith and hope and gentleness and the
The tribute of Rev.
rare union in him of courage and sweetness.

G. Reynolds, of Concord, was very interesting.

He

did not pro-

sympathize with the views of Mr. Alcott, but he bore noble
testimony to his uprightness of life and high moral virtue, and to
his value as a citizen, especially in his service as Superintendent
of Schools.
The value to the teachers of his presence and symfess to

pathy

in the schools

was especially dwelt upon.

Mr.

Wm.

Garri-

Mr. John Albee, and his old friend Mr. Warston Watson
read carefully prepared papers, giving their personal recollections
son,

an increasingly

and their estimate of his genius and character. It was reserved
for Mr. Wm. L. Harris to discuss " The Philosophy of Mr. Alcott"
and it is needless to say that he did so with masterly power. He
showed him to have been a genuine Neo-Platonist, but maintained
that he did not accept his solution of the Universe from the
authority of a Master, but because it was worked out in his own
soul.
By what books read in youth he was influenced, was an in-

important factor in Social Evolution. Reasoning by analogy is
dangerous and any comparison of a pauper to an animal parasite,
which is by no means original but has become common property,
The host of a parasite is an unwilling host
is far from perfect.

from whatever source the first suggestion of
he made it fruitful and long in his own
thought.
Not the least interesting part of the exercises was the
spontaneous tribute to Mr. Alcott by young men to whom he had

and frequently tries to rid itself of its guest. When we feed the
pauper on the contrary, we do it voluntarily; the satisfaction of our
sympathies being the determining cause. The pauper survives
not by Natural Selection, which as I claim would shortly eliminate
him, but by Artificial Selection very much like what we use in
producing fat cattle or Jacqueminot roses. I did not need to
answer the criticism on general principles as I see by your remarks
that I am quite safe in the hands of my editor but I do not feel
comfortable in resting under an imputation of such " teleological
optimism " as Dr. Lindorme accuses me of. I think Dr. Lindorme
and i agree .very nearly and regret that I did not make my absolute rejection of teleology apparent to so sympathetic and intel-

been an inspiration and help, and who gratefully remembered how
generously he had given to them of his time and sympathy and
thought.
The day was one long to be remembered, for it was
almost perfect without a jarring tone to mar its harmony. It
How shall it be
fitly closed Mr. Alcott's " School of Philosophy."

hindering the operation of a law of nature, and to that extent
erred in speaking of the hindrance of the

Law

the Fittest caused by sentimental almsgiving.

popular rather than scientific and

I

used

ever misguided,

ligent a critic.

is

But

common

The larger view of course is that sympathy and
much products of nature as is competition, and
part of that Altruism which

my

essay was

phraseology.

helpfulness are as
that charity,
is

Respectfully,

W. Alexander Johnson.
116

La

Salle Street, July 20, 1888.

I

of the Survival of

how-

teresting question, but

his philosophy came,

re-opened?

SAVINGS OF THE SEVEN WISE MEN.

— Moderation
— Restrain anger.
Pittacus — Nothing too much.
Cleobtiliis

is bfest.

Periander
Solon

— Consider the end of

life.

— The majority are the worse.
Thales — Avoid being a security.
— [Quoted from the Greek Calenaar
Chilon — Know

Bias

thyself.
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fashionable dress, like the legendary Frau Berchta,

who

BY GUSTAV FREYTAG.

CHAPTER XT.— Continued.
Again did the ripened ears of corn wave gently
under the autumn breeze, when Use went with her
husband to the home of her childhood to visit her father.
A year abounding in happiness, but not free
from pain, had passed. Her own life also had been a
little history in which she had experienced peace and
strife,
progress and weakness.
Her pale cheeks
showed that she had encountered suffering, and her
thoughtful countenance portrayed the serious thoughts
that had passed through her mind; but when she
glanced at the weather-beaten church, and fixed her
eyes on the dark roof of her father's house, everything
was forgotten, and she felt again as a child in the
peaceful home which now appeared so refreshing and
comforting.
The farm-people thronged round the
gate; and her sisters rushed to meet her, and her father, towering above all, helped her and her husband
out of the carriage. She clasped every one of them in
a silent embrace; but when little Franz sprang up to
her, she pressed him to her heart, and, losing all her
composure, burst into tears, and the father was obliged
to take the child from her arms.
They could only pay a short visit, for his professional duties compelled the Professor to return home
soon; and though he had proposed to Use to remain
longer with her father, she declined doing so.
The father looked searchingly at the manner and
countenance of his daughter, and made the Professor
tell him repeatedly how rapidly and easily she had
made herself at home in the city. Meanwhile Use
flew through the farm-yard and garden out into the
fields, again gambolling with her little sisters, who
would not let go her hand.
"You are all grown," she exclaimed, "but my curly
head most of all he will be like his father. You will
be a country gentleman, Franz."
" No, a Professor," answered the boy.
"Ah, you poor child!" said Use.
The laborers left their work and hastened to
meet her, and there were many kind greetings and
questions: the head carter stopped his horses, and the

—

grey mare tossed her head.

"She knows you

well,"

man, cracking his whip gaily.
Use went into the village, to pay a tribute of respect to the dead and to visit the living. It was with
difficulty that she could get away from the invalid
Benz, and when at last she did so, he called for his
slate, and with trembling hands gave expression to his
joy in poetry. She then made a careful inspection of
the farm-yard.
Accompanied by a train of maids, she
walked between the rows of cattle, in spite of her
said the

ation copyrighted.

throughout the stable and
She stopped before every horned head; the
cows raised their mouths to her, lowing; and there was
some important news to tell of each. The maids
proudly showed her the young calves, and begged her
to give names to the grown-up heifers
for the proprietor had desired that these young ones should be
named by Use and she gave them the distinguished
names of Kalypso and Xantippe. All was familiar, all
as formerly, and yet at every step there was something
new to eye and ear.
Clara showed her household accounts: the young
girl had kept them admirably.
The praises which
were bestowed upon her by the house-keeper and by the
dairy maid, in confidential conversations, gave Use
great pleasure, and she said: "Now, I am quite satisfied you can do without me here."
Towards evening the Professor sought his wife,
who had been absent some hours. He heard the
noise of the children by the brook, and guessed where
Use was. When he turned round the rock by the
cave he saw her sitting in the shadow, her eyes turned
to her father's house.
He called her name, and
stretched out his arms towards her; she flew to his
bosom, and said, softly: " I know that my home is in
your heart; bear with me, when old recollections crowd
upon my mind and move me deeply."
At night, when her father conducted the Professor
to his bedroom, still conversing with him upon business and politics. Use sent her sister Clara to bed, and
seated herself in her chair. When her father came in
to fetch his candle from the table, he found Use again
in her old place, waiting to bid him good night, while
she handed him the candle stick. He placed it on the
table, and, walking up and down the room, as he had
done of yore, began, " You are paler and more serious
than you used to be. Will that pass?"
" I hope it will," replied his daughter.
After a
time she continued, " They believe and think very
differently in the city from what we do, father."
The father nodded. "That was the reason I was
scattered blessings

house.

—

—

anxious about you."
"

And

it is

impossible for

me

to free

myself from

painful thoughts," said Use, softly.

Poor child," said the father, " it passes my powers
For us, in the country, it is easy to believe in a father's care, when one goes across the fields
and sees the growth of everything. But let a simple
countryman say a word in confidence to you. Moderation and self-renunciation are necessary in all earthly
concerns. We are not better in the countsy and more
sensible because we care little for what is mysterious
We have no time for subtle inquiries, and if
to man.
a thought alarms us, our work helps to dispel our doubts.
"

to help you.

THK OPBN
But thoughts return frequently. I have had daj's
and have still when my brains have been on the rack,
although I knew that no good would come of it; therefore I now endeavor to keep such thoughts away.
This is prudence, but it is not courage. You are placed
in a sphere in which hearing and reflecting are unavoidable.
You must struggle through it. Use. But
do not forget two things: on difficult subjects men
take very different points of view, and on that account
they have, from the most ancient times, hated and
slaughtered each other like cannibals, merely because
each considered himself in the right. This should be
a warning to us.
There is only one thing effectual
against doubts: to do your duty and concern yourself
with what lies in your daily path; for the rest, do not
despair because one thinks differently from another.
Are you sure of your husband's love?"

—

" Yes," replied Use.
"

And have you

a thorough respect for his con-

"Yes."
" Then all is well," said the
known by its fruits. As regards

father;

" for a tree

is

the rest, do not worry

about the present or the future. Give me the candle,
to your husband. Good night, Frau Professor."

and go

CHAPTER

XXI.

In the large hall of the University a select audience

was assembled;

and municipal dignitaries, and
and students, were constantly streaming backwards and forwards through the doors of the
great entrance. The wives of the Professors sat above
in the gallery: Use was in the place of honor, in the
middle of the front row, with Laura. This was a great
day for Use, for the splendor of the highest academical
dignity rested upon her husband's head. Felix Werner
had been chosen Rector Magnificus, and was now
about to enter upon his office.
The instructors of the University walked in a long
procession into the Hall; before them went the beadles
in their antique dress of office, carrying great maces
in their hands; the gentlemen themselves walked in
the order of their several faculties.
Theology began
the procession, and Philosophy closed it; the latter,
both from the number and importance of its members,
was the strongest division; altogether they formed a
stately company; by the side of some nonentities went
men of the highest repute, of whom the country might
well be proud; and it was a pleasure to every one to
see so much learning assembled.
These great minds,
however, did not make a very dignified appearance in
state

of learning,

the procession: they kept their ranks badly;

many

looked as if they were thinking more of their books
than of the impression made by their appearance on
the

public;

one

had

—

Raschke he entered carelessly, running behind the
and nodding familiarly to his acquaintances.
The procession was received by the Academical Choir
tutors

with a Latin song, solemn, but unintelligible. The
Professors ranged' themselves on their seats; the ex-

Rector mounted the platform, which was decorated
first made a learned speech upon the
benefits which medical science had long ago derived
from the wandering tribes of Arabia, and then read a
report of the academical events of the last year. The
discourse was fine; the proceedings were imposing; the
distinguished guests from the city and government sat
immovable; the Professors listened attentively, the
with flowers; he

students rattled only a little at the door; and if at
times from the high ceiling of the great hall the spirit
of weariness waved its great bat-wings before the eyes
of the audience, as

come behind time

—

it

was

is

inevitable at academical cere-

Use to-day did not remark it.
When the
Rector had ended his discourse, with a graceful wave
of his hand and some complimentary words, he invited his successor to join him on the platform. Felix
did so.
The Rector took off his cap and the golden
chain and mantle, which looked like an old regal mantle, and put them all upon his successor, with warm
wishes and expressions of esteem. Laura whispered
to her neighbor: " If our Professor had a sword at his
side he would look like one of the Electors in the
pictures up there."
Use assented joyfully; it was precisely what she thought.
Now Werner came forward
with his scarlet mantle and chain. The beadles crossed
their maces on both sides of the chair, and the new
Rector majestically began an address to the Professors
and students, in which he begged for their good will
and promised good government. Again the Academical Choir began a Latin song of triumph, and the
monies

duct to yourself and others?"

men

COURT.

,

procession of University instructors retired into the
neighboring room, where the Professors surrounded
their Rector, shaking

packed the

hands with him, and the beadles
and chain in a chest, to be

scarlet mantle

preserved for future occasions. Use, too, received the
congratulations of the ladies, who placed themselves

on the gallery steps and greeted her gaily as "Magnifica."

As soon as she got home, Use threw her arms round
her husband's neck, and told him how stately he looked
in his

grand

"What

attire.

claimed, "has been
I

love has

worn

the gipsy said," she ex-

fulfilled to-day:

a prince's dress;

the
I

man whom

greet you,

my

Prince and Lord."
It

was on the afternoon

of this great

day that the

Hereditary Prince was announced. Use
once more looked into every corner of her bright
dwelling, that she might experience no disgrace as
visit of the

mistress of the house, and made her husband instruct
her as to the right form of speaking to an illustrious

1
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rince; " In order that

addresses me.

I

am

I

may know what

anxious, Felix, for

to say
it

is

if

he

a great

thing to meet the future Sovereign of one's country."

As the clock
briel, in his

struck, the carriage drove up.

Ga-

best coat, conducted the gentlemen to the

Meanwhile Use walked up and down,
Rector's room.
burning with expectation. It was not long before her
door was opened, and two gentlemen entered, introduced by her husband. The Prince was of a slight
figure, medium height, black hair, with small face and
features; over the delicate lips there was a dark line,
which showed the beginning of a mustache; his carriage was awkward and embarrassed, and he gave one
the impression of being a delicate and weak man. He
seemed confused when he approached Use, and he
told her, in so low a tone that she could scarcely make
out his words, how much he reJQiced in meeting with
countrywoman.
His shy manner gave Use courage; she was touched
by the countenance of her young Prince, and accosted
him: "We in our country cling to our home, and as I
now have the opportunity of making your Highness's
acquaintance, I venture to say that I remember your
Highness. You were quite a young gentleman, and I
was only a half-grown girl when I first saw you in your
Your Highness was sitting on a very
father's capital.
small horse; whilst my father and I made our obeisances, the horse stood still and would not go on. You
looked kindly at me, just as you do now. I had a
couple of roses in my hand, and, as you were our young
But you shook your
Prince, I offered them to you.
head and could not take them, as you had to hold the
bridle, and I believe you were a little timid about your
horse: but the horse poked its head into the jfliowers.
Then a tall man in uniform rode up and held the
You see I remember it all,
horse, and we retreated.
for it was an important thing for a country girl to remember. But will your Highness do me the honor
a

—

to take a seat?"

The

Prince's attendant, the Chamberlain von

degg, addressed Use courteously; he was a

Wei-

man

of

good address, and not bad looking;
he took the lead in the conversation, and spoke pleasantly of the hills and woods of their common country;
it was an agreeable interchange of words on every day
The Prince was silent, played with his eyesubjects.
glass, and locked cautiously and wonderingly at the
stately wife of the Professor, who was sitting opposite
him. At last the Chamberlain inquired at what hour
Use received strangers, and expressed a wish that the
Prince and he might be allowed occasionally to visit
" On account of the few persons with whom my
her.
illustrious Prince can associate in this city, a house in
which he may expect not to be treated as a stranger
will be particularly acceptable to him." This was very
middle age,

tall,

of

COURT.

pleasant and courteous, and

accompanied the strangers
his wife, "
"

I

They appear

to

when

the Professor had

to the entrance,

he said to

be very amiable."

had imagined my Prince to be quite different,
and haughty; but he has not even a star on

Felix, bold

his breast."
" It

must have been

in

his pocket," said the Pro-

fessor, consolingly.

In a short time the Hereditary Prince and his
Chamberlain found out that this good treatment was
very pleasant. The Chamberlain proved himself an
agreeable man; he had travelled much, had experience
of all sorts, had seen much, and read a good deal on
various subjects; he collected autographs, had no vices
and no bad habits. During a long sojourn in Rome he
had been intimate with old acquaintances of the Professor, he had wandered through the ruins of Pompeii,
and showed a warm interest in the details of old Roman houses. Besides this he understood how to listen
and how to ask questions, and could, with decorum,
tell doubtful anecdotes of people of note.
His conversation was agreeable to the Professor, he was welcome at Use's tea-table, and liked by her guests. It

seemed also to give him pleasure to converse with the
learned men; he visited the Doctor and examined his
old wood-cuts; he treated Professor

Raschke with conaccompanied

siderate politeness, and, with his Prince,

the Philosopher on a fine winter evening to his distant
dwelling, and during the walk Raschke imparted
them very interesting observations upon plants.
It

much

to

cannot be said that the Hereditary Prince was
at home among the Professors; he listened with

became an academand said the right thing at the right time;
but he showed by an impatient jerk of his lorgnette
that he would much have preferred any other kind of
toleration to their conversation, as
ical student,

entertainment.

Use was not pleased when he fidgeted with his
she wished that he should conduct himself
with dignity among other men, and she seemed to feel
as if the gentlemen would reproach her because the
Prince took no real interest in serious subjects. As
mistress of the house, therefo;:e, she was very attenglass, for

him; she ventured to advise him not to drink
and prepared it for him herself.
The Prince was pleased with this, and enjoyed sitting
next to her or watching her perform her duties at the
It was only with her that he ever
table as hostess.
lost his cautious reserve; he talked to her of the remarkable things he had seen in the town, and when
he had nothing to say, he assisted her in her duties; he
placed the cream jug before her, and always passed the
sugar-bowl when he thought that Use wanted it.
tive to

his tea too strong,

(

To be continued.)
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Felix Alcan of Paris is issuing a French translation by M.
Burdeau, of Schopenhauer's main work: Die UWt als IVille und
J'orstelliing.
The publication when complete will comprise three
volumes. The first volume is now ready, and is a reproduction of

the original work as published in Leipsic, in i8ig.
The second
and third volumes, to appear towards the end of the year, will include all additions and amplifications afterwards made by Schopenhauer upon the original theme. The translation will be without omissions or abridgements of any kind.
The excellencies of
Le Monde eoniiiie I'o/ontd et comme Representation need no further
recommendation than the fact of its appearing in the Biblioiheque
de Philosophie contemporaine.

M.

i'onge.

Boston: Roberts Bros.

This is an interesting account of a writer and woman who held
an honored position in the ranks of letters during her lifetime, but
whose name is slipping from the memory of the present generation.
Miss Yonge has given us a very full and interestin,g account of her

and with

subject,

it

much

valuable information on kindred themes

of constant interest to the literary student.
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of highly interesting essays,

an exposition of the " Herbartian Psychology,"

Stout, being the first of a series "intended to draw atten-

movement in the history of Psychology in Germany,
which originated with Herbart and Beneke, and to compare it
critically with the work of the Associationist School in England."
A. F. Shund contributes a paper on " Space and Time," B. Bosanquet on "The Philosophical Importance of a True Theory of
Reality and
Identity." The others are a very suggestive essay on
Thought," by F. H. Bradley, and on "The Lesson of Neo-SchoThe Discussions are upon "The
lasticisra," by F. Winterton.
Kantian Conception of Free Will," by Prof. H. Sidgwick, "Impersonal Propositions," by J. Venn, " Hallucination of Memory
and 'Telepathy,'" by E. Gurney, and an important paper on
"The Psychological Theory of Extension " by the editor, in which
he criticises the views of Mr. Ward's article in Vol. XX, of the
Encyclopedia Britannica, and those of Prof. James in the last
volume of Mind, in the course of which he condenses a great deal
tion to that

'

'

" the mistake of
an extension that is

of truth in a small space in the statement that

the space-theorists, generally,

to seek for

is

extension of nothing at all."
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on H.
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Heretofore, the results

and were pratically inaccessible.

now presented for the first time in a carefully collated
The eminence that M. Binet has attained in the province of

are

form.

physiological psychology in connection with his distinguished collaborators, Th. Ribot and Ch. Fere, is sufficient recommendation
of the worth of these contributions.
The Open Court has secured
from Felix Alcan, publisher of the/tev/t? Pliilosophique, the cuts and
plates that accompanied the articles when originally published.
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upon the Psychic Life of Micro-Organisms. The essays are a
translation of two articles that appeared .in the Reznie Phi/osophiipie
of November and December, 1887.
Monsieur Binet presents in an
attractive and lucid manner the results of the latest investigations
into

MODESTE MiGNON.
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by A. Binet, the celebrated French Psychologist,

There
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a copious

list

note on
Prof.
and one on "Aristotle
'

critical

F. Stout,

und

of notices
'
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s.

We

wish to

call

our readers' attention to a young

school which distinguishes

from

ladies'

numerous sister institutions in several important respects.
We mean the Minerva Institute, formerly in Chicago, but recently removed to Ravenswood,
Illinois, a charming suburb, near enough to the city to ensure the
enjoyment of

many

pupils

itself

its

metropolitan advantages while offering to

all

attractions that the country alone affords.

von Ende, the principal of the establishment,

is

attainments, not only conversant with every topic of science,

erature and

reform.

She

art,
is

but deeply interested

in

its

Mme.

a lady of unusual
lit-

educational and moral

therefore not merely concerned with increasing

the personal accomplishments of her charges, but endeavors to
make them. better and more useful women. The school is based

on an entirely secular

basis, the catalogue stating that "unlimited
toleration in religious questions is one of the leading principles "

and that sectarian influence is therefore excluded; but ethical culture, which is adaptable to all creeds, takes the place of religious
exercises, and the poetic and emotional side of man's nature receives the nourishment it craves for in the reading of and conversing on the works of great poets and thinkers.
Inspired by the
ideas of the " new education, " which commands respect for individuality instead of crushing it by mechanical routine work, and
which demands manual training as well as mental, the school
gives its pupils not only an education which fits them to enter college or adopt the profession of teaching, as several of the gradu-

have done, but it prepares young girls to fill honorably their
whether it be in the narrow limits of a quiet home, or that
world of its own, society. As thoroughness is the end and conates

place,

scientiousness the

means

to that end, in all that the principal

the faculty of that school undertake,

work

will

be rewarded by success.

it is

hoped that

and

their earnest
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